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Activities you enjoy

Aquatic Center

New pool‐‐Aquatic Center

Activities you enjoy

Aquatic Center

New pool‐‐Aquatic Center

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Aquatic Center
Aquatic Center

Swimming‐Aquatic Center
Swimming‐‐Aquatic Center

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Aquatic Center
Aquatic Center

Swimming‐‐Aquatic Center
Swimming‐‐Aquatic Center

Activities you enjoy

Aquatic Center

Swimming‐‐Aquatic Center

Activities you enjoy

Aquatic Center

Swimming‐‐Aquatic Center

Comment
The Aquatic Center is a tremendous boon to the community. It services residents of
all ages, and is in constant use. A 50 meter pool would be a fantastic addition for all
user groups.
A 50 Meter pool would be a huge asset to our community. So many residents from
all age groups use the aquatic center. Bainbridge would make such good use of a
larger facility to meet the needs of both our regular swimmers/aquatic center
customers and competitive high school swim and water polo teams.
Love the aquatic center and am there 3‐4 times a week doing water classes, esp
boot camp and river fitness. My son with special needs also loves swimming laps at
the aquatic center. We just recently moved here and this place has become a
central part of our new lives on Bainbridge.
Swimming, aqua fit, masters swim
My family uses the aquatic center extensively. My wife and I are both masters
swimmers and participate on the BAM team. Both of my children are on BISC. My
older child has participated on the water polo team. We have held birthday, scout
group, and school celebrations at the facility. My wife is a volunteer coach for the
girls BHS swim team. The aquatic center facility is integral to our day to day.
Nakata pool. Lead fitness classes there
I use the diving tank in the Nakata pool three times a week for one hour in the early
morning for deep water running and exercises using a float belt. Thank you for
providing the belts. There are often at least 3‐4 others using the diving tank at
around the same time. None of us like the Ray pool because it is too cold for our old
bodies. We are all over 70. Occasionally we are pushed aside by the HS water polo
team or other HS swimming team activities or by diving team members wanting to
dive.
The Ray Williamson pool has served the community well. However, it has far
exceeded its projected operational lifetime, yet has continued to support repeat
State championship swims teams, locally, regionally and nationally recognized
coaches and a myriad of team sports, recreational swimmers and community
aquatic programs. WSF personnel and emergency first responders also train in this
pool. It is important not to wait until the pool completely fails to replace it. A 52 M
pool is needed.
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Other feedback
New activity ideas

Aquatic Center
Aquatic Center

A new, larger 50m pool is desperately needed. The current Ray pool is falling apart
and there is not sufficient space/time for the activities currently programmed at the
Aquatic Center. Unique among public recreation activities, pools provide recreation,
exercise, and therapy for *every* age and ability. The Aquatic Center is the most
used ‐ both in sheer numbers and in diverse users ‐ among parks properties year‐
round. It should be a priority.
New pool‐‐Aquatic Center
Outdoor pool‐Aquatic Center What about an outdoor pool

Other feedback

Aquatic Center

Swimming‐‐Aquatic Center

Other feedback

Aquatic Center

Swimming‐‐Aquatic Center

Other feedback

Aquatic center

Swimming‐‐Aquatic Center

Other feedback

Aquatic Center

Swimming‐‐Aquatic Center

Activities you enjoy

Aquatic center

Swimming‐‐Aquatic Center

Other feedback
New activity ideas

Aquatic center
Battle Point

New pool‐‐Aquatic Center
Off‐leash agility‐‐Battlepoint

The pool facility is used by many, many islanders and is overused. We desperately
need a larger competition pool ‐ preferably 52 meter. The user need will go
substantially in the future and will easily fill an enlarged facility.
I would like to see more and longer open swim hours in the evenings and on
weekends. My kids are not passionate about swimming competitively but would
love more opportunities to swim for fun with their friends. And Iâ€™d love to see
more informal opportunities for them to be active and social in a less‐structured
setting. The current open swim times also do not allow for working family members
to join in.
I second that well thought out sentiment. Lap swimmers often end up all over each
other if they get to swim at all. Water polo is huge and growing bigger and to have
one end be shallow is frankly a bit embarrassing and bush league. Investing in the
aquatic center, where fitness and learning can happen rain or shine, seems like the
highest utilization idea.
Some age group programs use the current competition facility until 10pm year‐
round, and are not able to train effectively due to the size and depth of the current
facility. A 50‐meter facility would allow for more usage during peak hours and for
our aquatics programs to stay locally and nationally competitive as more students
look to join.
A 50 meter pool with a retractable roof. There are no public outdoor pools in the
vicinity of Bainbridge and this could be a year round 50 meter pool that could easily
adapt as the weather allows.
Providing a 50‐meter pool to replace the outdated competition pool at the Aquatic
Facility is the highest Park District priority to meet the needs of our community,
young to old! The old Ray pool was built 50 years ago and usage demands have long
exceeded its capacity.
Add area for off leash agility course
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1) add conditional usage lighting for fields 4 & 5 (similar to what is in place at
Strawberry Hill Park) so youth sports can practice after school during the dark
months of Nov ‐ Mar
New activity ideas
New activity ideas

Battle Point
Battle Point

New activity ideas

Battle Point

New activity ideas

Battle Point

New activity ideas

Battle Point

New activity ideas
New activity ideas
Activities you enjoy

Battle Point
Battle Point
Battlepoint

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Battlepoint
Battlepoint

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Battlepoint
Battlepoint

Activities you enjoy

Battlepoint

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Battlepoint
Battlepoint
Battlepoint
Battlepoint

Conditional Lighting/Basketbal 2) add a couple basketball courts
Conditional Lighting‐‐Battlepoi I would love to see lights for the turf fields at Battlepoint
Would love to see limited lights at the turf fields, especially during the darker
Conditional Lighting‐‐Battlepoi months so that the kids can practice soccer when it's dark but still before bedtime!
The pump track is cool, but with the current size of the rollers it is most suited to
small kids on strider bikes. To really make it effective for what it is meant for it
would need to be built up quite a bit. It would be cool to see either the pump track
made more rideable for more advanced riders or maybe a jump line put in
somewhere.
Pump track‐‐Battlepoint
add a couple volleyball nets in a flat grass spaces, add sand volleyball court ‐ like the
one at Faye Bainbridge but without thorny weeds.
Volleyball‐‐Battlepoint
A real outdoor climbing structure!! I would love to not have to go inside and/or take
Outdoor climbing structure‐‐Bathe ferry to climb outside!
We should have dedicated Pickleball courts.
Pickleball‐‐Battlepoint
The disc golf has been a GREAT addition! Thanks.
Disc golf‐‐Battlepoint
Thank you for moving ahead with the new Pickleball courts at Battle Point! It is a
great community of people and the new courts will provide a legacy for the origins
of the game right here on BI!
Pickleball‐‐Battlepoint
The pump track was a great addition to the park. We love it.
Pump track‐‐Battlepoint
The pump track is fabulous! From toddlers riding balance bikes to kids, teens, and
grownups, it's used by a really wide swath of age groups. And most of them manage
to share use well together.
Pump track‐‐Battlepoint
love playing soccer
Soccer‐‐Battlepoint
Thank you for preserving the tennis courts. They are always in quite good repair,
compared to Strawberry Park, and have a back board which is helpful for solo
practice. I have used it frequently. Also love to walk in the park
Tennis courts‐‐Battlepoint
Love that we've kept these tennis courts. Would love it even more of we resurfaced
them and even expanded them by adding a couple more.
Tennis courts‐‐Battlepoint
Excellent trails for running
Trails‐running‐‐Battlepoint
Walking, viewing, picnics, tenn Walking, viewing, picnics, tennis
walk, tennis
Walk‐Tennis‐Battlepoint
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Activities you enjoy

Battlepoint

Year‐round training/lights

Activities you enjoy

Battlepoint Park

Astronomy‐‐Battlepoint

Activities you enjoy

Battlepoint Park

Pickleball‐‐Battlepoint

Other feedback

Blakely

Kayaks‐‐Blakely

open space, soccer training & games, trail around park, summer concerts & movies,
fields #4 & #5 are great for year‐round play but need conditional use lighting to be a
true year‐round training area for youth sports.
Astronomy! member of Battle Point Astronomical Association. A fantastic facility
except for the unavoidable light pollution.
My husband and I play pickleball at Battlepoint almost every day. Its a a very social
game & a great group of people.
The kayak storage is amazing and very positive for the community. It looks cool too.
We could always clear some of the brush that's just behind the kayaks so they can
sit up off the beach.
The kayak storage may seem practical, but has had a negative impact on the beach.
The kayaks are unsightly and take up a large amount of beach and log space; space
we used to sit on at high tide.
Please find a different area for people to store their kayaks and broken paddle
boards. I suggest closer to the concrete building.
Old Mill to Blakely ‐ fabulous connecting trail.
Swimming and kayaking from Blakely Harbor

Other feedback
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Blakely
Blakely
Blakely

Kayaks‐‐Blakely
Connecting trails
Water access‐‐Blakely

Activities you enjoy

Blakely Harbor

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Connecting trails‐‐Blakely HarbConnect on trails and quiet road walking from Port Blakely to Eagle Harbor!
I agree with this proposal as suggested by Mary Clare! It would be a fitting tribute
to Olaf and a great way to memorialize all the contributions he has made toward
preserving our precious natural environment.
Olaf
I find this impossible to locate my site of interest. It is Cave Ave and Ferncliff ‐ the
one acre parcels. This would be an ideal site to honor local trees and our committed
tree expert Olaf Ribiero.
Olaf
I really like the idea of the Olaf Ribiero Tree Park here that someone suggested. He
is our island's and county's foremost aborist. This would be a great way to
acknowledge his lifelong dedication to preserving trees. He truly is a "tree
evangelist," and he more than anyone I can think of on this island deserves to have a
park named for him.
Olaf
It think the park proposed is on Cave Avenue. If I am correct, you may want to add
your excellent comment to that string for Parks to look at.
Olaf
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New activity ideas

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

I really like the idea of the Olaf Ribiero Tree Park here that someone suggested. He
is our island's and county's foremost aborist. This would be a great way to
acknowledge his lifelong dedication to preserving trees. He truly is a "tree
evangelist," and he more than anyone I can think of on this island deserves to have a
park named for him.

Olaf

I love this idea! Let's honor the delightful preservation that Olaf has given us ‐ the
way to honor the future is indeed to plant a tree and to garden.

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

New activity ideas
New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park
Cave Parcels Park

Olaf
Olaf

The list of contributions which Olaf Ribeiro has contributed to our community is
long.He has protected and moved significant trees in Winslow and surrounding
areas ‐ including trees at the High School, Harbor Steps, BPA and most recently
Blackely, These are big trees, and Olaf had to raise support funds and big equipment
to carry this out. Next time you see a beautiful tree on bloom in Winslow there is a
good chance it is due to Olaf. He also gives tours of these trees.
Few people have done more to preserve trees on Bainbridge than Olaf. Actually no
one has done more. I strongly urge you to turn the 1‐acre park into Olaf's park with
trees Olaf selects as well as picnic tables that allow for the enjoyment of this
potential oasis.
This is a great idea! What a great way to honor Olaf.

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

This is an outstanding idea! Honoring the incredible work, passion and caring
brought by Olaf Ribeiro to our island and its future is long overdue, and what better
way to do it than a tree park! Olaf has, for decades, reminded us of the life‐
supporting services of trees to humans; the reality of climate change is hopefully
bringing this fact home to more and more island residents.
I support this brilliant idea to name this park after Olaf..his contribution to our Island
is priceless!

Olaf

But for Olaf Ribeiro's multi‐decade commitment to Bainbridge tree & understory
preservation, our treasured landscape & many of our most valued & vulnerable
areas would be much more sterile. Olaf has repeatedly stepped up to help our city
live up to its "tree city" designation‐saving trees near schools, city lands, on
proposed developments, etc. and helping landowners optimally care for trees on
their own properties. YES, let's honor Olaf ‐ name an island park after him. A great
idea!

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park
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New activity ideas

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

Naming this for Olaf would be a wonderful recognition for this world famous tree
pathologist. Olaf has led our community for years in his work for trees. He led tree
walks in downtown for years showing folks the amazing heritage trees in downtown.
He worked tirelessly with the City to preserve and protect our native trees and has
been invaluable to me and many others, educating us about the importance of
trees. He is wonderful, brilliant, funny and a true friend.
Lets honor him. Debbie Vann

Olaf

But for Olaf Ribeiro's multi‐decade commitment to Bainbridge tree & understory
preservation, our treasured landscape & many of our most valued & vulnerable
areas would be much more sterile. Olaf has repeatedly stepped up to help our city
live up to its "tree city" designation‐saving/moving trees on private & public lands.
YES, let's honor Olaf ‐ name an island park after him & let him choose the trees. A
great idea!

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

Brilliant idea! I support naming this the Olaf Ribeiro Tree Park, with trees selected by
Olaf and passive seating. A lovely way to recognize his many caring and sharing
contributions to the preservation of trees in our community.
What a wonderful idea for recognizing a longtime community member known
internationally for his lifelong efforts to recognize the importance of trees in our
human environment. His work reflects Park District values and efforts to create a
variety of opportunities in our parks for recreation, exploration, and appreciation of
nature. Honoring Olaf Ribeiro for his work to protect and restore trees in urban
environments to enhance quality of life is a strong statement of stewardship for
parks!
A new Cave Ave. park named after Olaf Ribiero. A park with picnic tables and
loaded with trees of Olaf's choice. This park would honor a man who has
contributed greatly to the livability of Bainbridge Island: saving citadel trees,
keeping trees healthy, planting trees that maintain our forestry heritage and
providing a place for people to meet and enjoy the beautiful trees. Thank you for
considering my comments.
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New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

Other feedback
New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park
Cave Parcels Park

Olaf
Olaf

Known for saving trees, Olaf instead helped me to convince COBI to remove a
diseased eucalyptus, planted too close to my garage and leaning severely in its
direction. "It's a tree", he said, "that should never be planted near a structure due to
its shallow roots and heavy dense wood." He asked that I donate it to the BARN.
We are lucky to have this scholarly, gentleman for whom to name the treed park on
Cave Ave.,
Marilyn McLauchlan
I think this park should be named Olaf Ribiero Tree Park, in honor of all the trees
Olaf has preserved and the education he has provided to many of us about the
species we have here. The City could consult with Mr. Ribiero about trees he would
like to see planted in the park, add some picnic tables and create a lovely outdoor
space for us all. Thank you
/Olaf Ribeiro is known for saving trees, but in my case helped me to wade through
the COBI procedures to obtain a permit to remove a diseased eucalyptus tree,
planted too close to my garage and severely leaning in that direction. It is a shallow
rooted, very heavy dense tree, he told me, that should never be planted near a
structure. Thank you Olaf.
By all mean, we are fortunate to have this scholarly gentleman here on BI and for
whom to name the park at Cave Ave. Marilyn McLauchlan
A great tribute and wonderful idea

Olaf

I propose that the Cave Family Property become "The Olaf Ribiero Tree Park." I
envision a passive space with trees selected by Olaf and picnic tables where folks
can sit, picnic and commune in a cooler, oxygenated setting that Olaf championed
tirelessly. It will be a needed space as we develop the area to oblivion, and it honors
our most earnest activist and advocate.

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf/passive sitting

I also agree with Mary Clare's proposalâ€”an Olaf Ribiero Park at Hawley & Ferncliff!
The park not only would be a meaningful way to honor this treasured arborist and
ambassador of nature but also a beautiful reminder how imperative it is that we
preserve and protect this island's invaluable trees and natural environment.
Agreed. Passive sitting areas under large trees are almost completely absent on this
Island, especially downtown.
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New activity ideas

Other feedback
Activities you enjoy

New activity ideas
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

New activity ideas

New activity ideas

New activity ideas

Cave Parcels Park

Olaf‐‐Cave Parcels Park

I wholeheartedly endorse this proposal. What better way to thank Olaf Ribeiro for
so generously sharing his knowledge, wisdom and tenacity with our community.
He has set an unrivalled example for all of us ‐ to do whatever we can, and whatever
it takes, to change the way our community and our representatives deal with
natural systems for the betterment of the environment in general, and our island in
particular.

This is an unsafe place to walk. It would make a wonderful loop from New Sweden
along Old Mill trail to HeyDay Trail to Rose, but walking with a baby is very unsafe. I
recognize that this is city right of way, but coordination between park facilities and
where people live is critical so that people are not forced to drive.
Eagledale Park
Safety
Faye Bainbridge is a wonderful place and we have enjoyed it for years.
Fay Bainbridge
Park value
1 ‐ Wildlife Interpretive signs
2‐ beach Outlook points
Fay Bainbridge
Interpretive Trails‐‐Fay Bainbri 3‐ Naturalist / interpretive walks
Family loves the picnic opportunities and beach views.
Fay Bainbridge
Picnic‐Water‐‐Fay
Fay Bainbridge
Walk dog, picnic‐‐Fay Bainbridgwalk dog, observe wildlife, picnic
Fay Bainbridge
Walk dog, picnic‐‐Fay Bainbridgobserve wildlife, picnic, walk on beach
Fay Bainbridge
Walking, beachcombing‐‐Fay Walking, beachcombing
Walking, hiking
Fay Bainbridge
Walking, hiking‐‐Fay
Walking, viewing
Fay Bainbridge
Walking, viewing‐‐Fay
1 ‐ Wildlife Interpretive walks /signs
2‐ beach Outlook points, more benches
Fay Bainbridge (southInterpretive Trails‐‐Fay Bainbri 3‐ Naturalist tours
1 ‐ Wildlife Interpretive walks /signs
2‐ beach Outlook points, more benches
Fort Ward
Interpretive Trails‐‐Fort Ward 3‐ Naturalist tours / interpretive walks

Fort Ward

Play structure‐‐Fort Ward

A play structure in the northern most section of the Fort Ward Parade Grounds
would create a space for residents to gather. It would create community and
vibrancy in the open public space. Situating the play structure in the northernmost
section would maintain the integrity of the historic southern half of the Parade
Grounds, and would position the structure furthest from residential properties
bordering the space. It could be a natural structure like Schel Chelb or some other
small playground.
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Fort Ward
Fort Ward

Fort Ward is a joy. We're wondering if gravel will be added to sections that get
boggy during the rainy season. We've noticed gravel added to Gazzam and The
Grand Forest trails. Totally great! Keep up the good work.
Trails‐‐Fort Ward
Walk dog, wildlife‐‐Fort Ward observe wildlife, walk dog, hike, enjoy nature

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Fort Ward
Fort Ward
Fort Ward

Fort Ward is a great community resource! It provides walking and biking access to all
ages and abilities. I walk there weekly and always see others enjoying it.
Walking‐‐Fort Ward
Walking
Walking‐‐‐‐Fort Ward
Connecting Trails‐‐Fort Ward toThe trail from Blakely to Fort ward is my favorite on the island

New activity ideas

Gazzam

Boat dock‐Gazzam

New activity ideas

Gazzam

Connectivity

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

It's a great lake, too bad we can't get closer to it. Could there be a dock built out
onto the lake? Any chance to allow fishing, assuming there are fish in it?
Would be great if you could one day walk/bike from GF all the way to Gazzam via
Strawberry Hill

New activity ideas
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Gazzam
Gazzam
Gazzam

MTB‐‐Safety, Gazzam
Trails‐‐Gazzam
Trails‐‐Gazzam

Activities you enjoy

Gazzam

MTB‐‐Gazzam

Activities you enjoy

Gazzam

Trails‐‐Gazzam

New activity ideas

Gazzam

Trails‐‐Gazzam

Other feedback

Gazzam

Parking‐‐Gazzam

As a daily park walker, I am continually overtaken by bikers going very fast around
blind corners and down hills in several of the parks on the island. We don't need
more infrastructure. We do need some education of bikers.
This is a fantastic trail that was a great addition to the park system.
Fantastic place to hike or run: beautiful forest, quiet, from hills to beach.
Thank you to the Veterane family for donating this land for "recreation." Because of
that, we have a wonderful bike trail, a wonderful combination of conservation and
use.
Gazaam Lake is an island treasure. My family usues it for hiking/walking/trail
running.
Agreed. More trails for mountain biking and hiking are in need. There can be
directional trails, or bike specific and hike specific traiils too.
Can't get this to move to the right location.
Just wanted to note that all too often when I
arrive at the trailhead to Gazam lake (the one
off Marshall rd, there are no places to park, so
either I leave or park inappropriately. I find this frustrating. Especially happens on
weekends

New activity ideas

Gazzam

MTB‐‐Gazzam

As one of the larger parks on this island, this seems like a great opportunity to
increase mountain biking infrastructure in a way that coexists well with other uses.
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New activity ideas

Other feedback

Gazzam

Gazzam

Other feedback

Gazzam

New activity ideas

Gazzam

MTB‐‐Gazzam

I don't know what "education of bikers" means. Our desire to go fast is not
something that "education" would fix; trails that allow use other than slow walking
would address the issue/conflict.

Problems‐‐Gazzam

I love hiking and biking in and through Gazzam Lake park and have visited
throughout the year during all my 25 years on Bainbridge. I am concerned that 1)
pet leash rules are completely ignored by 99% of dog walkers and not enforced by
COBI, and 2) there are bootleg bike trails all over the place. Both have negative
impacts on wildlife. I would love to see less of both of these problems. Thanks,

This is not depraved chaos. 99% of dogs are off leash and 99% of that time there is
no problem... which is my experience. Enjoyment also comes from exploring a new
route, many of which are legacy animal paths that are >25 years old. The 'back' of
the lake is awesome and alternative lake access points mean my off‐leash happy dog
can cool down and really enjoy it. It is not a problem. Feel free to reduce personal
wildlife impact by staying home. Why do you criminalize your community? Peace.
Off‐leash‐‐Gazzam
Maybe another bike trail between the Knudsen trail and the westwood trail? It
could go down to Crystal Springs Drive, then bikers could look back up Knudsen?
MTB‐‐Knudsen‐Westwood‐Cry Also, improve the uphill bike potential on Knudsen!

I picked my home in part due to the proximity Gideon Park, as well as being walking
distance to the ferries and schools. I expected my children to play there at least
weekly. But alas they rarely did, due solely to the condition of the grass field. They
call it "unusable" for soccer and prefer trekking up to the High School or
Commodore fields rather than the much shorter walk to Gideon.
Other feedback

Gideon

New activity ideas

Gideon

New activity ideas

Grand Forest

Park maintenance‐‐Gideon Par I suggest either ripping up and redoing the grass to make this more usable.
Downtown Winslow lost its one tennis court years ago at Waterfront park, and then
its one pickleball court. Gideon's grass is rarely used and could be a good location
for these activities.
Tennis/Pickleball‐‐Gideon
1 ‐ Wildlife Interpretive walks /signs
2‐ more benches
Interpretive Trails‐‐Grand Fore 3‐ Naturalist tours / interpretive walks
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New activity ideas
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Grand Forest
Grand Forest
Grand Forest
Grand Forest

There are different "forest regimes" to be seen along the trails, due to differences in
wetness, harvest history, etc. It would be great if there were information about the
history and natural history of these different areas, either on a web site, and/or
Interpretive Trails‐‐Grand Fore triggered by GPS coordinates as one is passing through different areas.
great trail system for hikes, bikes, dogs and horses.
Trails‐‐Grand Forest
Quiet short hike with the dog. Love the big trees and bird song.
Trails‐‐Grand Forest
Daily running on trails!
Trails‐‐Grand Forest

Activities you enjoy

I think that the Grand Forest trails in general are quite good, but when I discovered
this trail it seemed even more amazing than the others. Good job!
Grand Forest
Trails‐Grand Forest (F2Sky)
Grand Forest
Trails‐‐Running, Grand Forest Love the running trails and use them weekly!!
It would be cool to see some mountain bike specific trails be put in somewhere on
the island, and it seems like this could be an option.
Grand Forest
MTB‐Grand Forest
I think we need more spots for MTB on the island, especially trails like Veterane, but
will more features. I would love to feel as though I don't have to drive off the island
to have fun on a bike.
Grand Forest North MTB‐Grand North
Absolutely love this Forest to Sky trail connecting the Grand Forest to Battlepoint!
Grand Forest (Forest Trails‐‐Grand Forest (Forest to Our family runs/hikes/bikes it all the time!

Activities you enjoy

Grand Forest East

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Grand Forest East
Grand Forest East
Grand Forest East
Grand Forest East

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy
Other feedback

New activity ideas

Equestrian‐‐Grand Forest East love the direct access from surrounding equestrian barns for weekly trail riding.
love to go on a long horseback ride with daughter and friends from Grand Forest
Equestrian‐‐Grand Forest East East all the way to Battle Point
Walking trails
Trails‐‐Grand Forest East
Walk dog, wildlife‐‐Grand Fore observe wildlife, walk dog, enjoy nature
Walking‐‐Grand Forest East walk the forest
Significant wildland urban interface wildfire hazards. Hazard mitigation efforts
required to reduce wildfire hazards. This location I assessed wildfire fuel loads for
while working for BIPRD in 2016 and found significant accumulation of wildfire fuel
loads. US Fire Administration grant funding available for hazard mitigation efforts.
Additionally, coordination and responder training necessary to provide response
capacity in conjunction with BIFD to provide wildfire response capacity.
Seems like a good spot for increased mountain biking opportunities

Activities you enjoy
New activity ideas

Grand Forest East
WUI‐‐Grand Forest East
Grand Forest North MTB‐‐Grand Forest North

New activity ideas
Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Grand Forest North Off‐leash‐‐Grand Forest North This is a low use part of the GF. Would be great for one designated off‐leash trails
Walking, hiking
Grand Forest West Hiking‐‐Grand Forest West
We enjoy running almost daily on the trails!
Grand Forest West Trails‐Grand Forest West
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New activity ideas

Other feedback

Other feedback

Grand Forest‐GazzamConnectivity

Trails connecting the GF and Gazzam would open up a ton of biking/walking options

I disagree. This is a prime spot to increase MTB development. It's relatively separate
from walking trails and could enhance riding opportunities.
Grand Fotrest North MTB‐‐Grand Forest North
Hawley Cove is a wonderful little beach. It does have some litter problems. It would
be wonderful if Parks had more programs for youth/teens to get involved with park
Hawley Cove
Teen programs‐‐Hawley Cove cleanup.
NOTE: Your map mislabels this as "Hidden Cove Park". It is in fact "Hawley Cove
Park".
Fay Bainbridge is arguablly the best beach on the island, but Hawley Cove is far
more cozy, more interesting, and walkable from downtown.

Activities you enjoy
New activity ideas
Activities you enjoy

Hawley Cove
Hidden Cove
Hidden Cove

Other feedback

Island‐wide

New activity ideas

Island‐wide

New activity ideas

Island‐wide

Plus in the Spring and Fall, when the tide goes negative, the hike from Hawley Cove
Trails‐‐waterfront, Hawley Cov to the Wing Point gravel spit can't be beat.
Would it be possible to add a boat launch (like Fort Ward) here?
Boat Launch‐‐Hidden Cove
Picnic‐viewing‐‐Hidden Cove Picnic, viewing
I would like to have dog‐free areas in many of our parks. Even the on‐leash areas of
our parks have lots of poop on them. These dog‐free areas would be good for having
a picnic in the grass, foraging for edible plants along the trail, and having kids crawl
around â€“ without getting covered in poop.
Dog‐free areas‐‐General
1 ‐ Wildlife Interpretive walks /signs
2‐ benches
3‐ Naturalist tours / interpretive walks
Interpretive trails‐‐Gazzam
If this piece of waterfront is city property it would be nice to have steps down to the
shore. Right now it's not acceptable. I'd love to have kayak put in access at this
kayaks‐‐Crystal Springs park pr spot.

Other feedback

Island‐wide

MTB‐‐Gazzam

Other feedback

Island‐wide

Park boundary‐Blakely

The reason that there are bootleg bike trails at Gazzam is because there is a new for
more mtb trails on the island. LOTS of folks are mtbing now, and the parks need to
do a better job allowing bike trails to be made...then bootleg trails wouldn't need to
happen and bikers and hikers wouldn't run into one another.
Strange that the park boundary on this map includes private land of the Brainerds?
Why? Have they donated all the land between island wood and Taylor? It's not
what is reflected on Kitsap Parcel.
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Other feedback

Island‐wide

Other feedback

Island‐wide

Other feedback

Island‐wide

New activity ideas

Island‐wide

New activity ideas

Lost Valley

Love the Pea Patch. Wish there were more
on the island like the ones at BattlePoint
Others might like a horse‐free park or area, or bicycle free area, or even child free
Sarcasm‐‐Not included in summ(the loud ones) area.
2 general comments:
1) this interactive map was a good idea, but the user interface has problems that will
discourage people from using it.
2) there are volunteer stewardship groups in Kitsap County for the different parks.
There is no mechanism I know of for these volunteers to communicate with people
from other parks or from Bainbridge. I think that kind of broad sharing of ideas could
Volunteer Stewardship‐‐generabe very beneficial.
What if you build some Downhill bike trails that could be used? What if they used
the frontside of Gazzam?
MTB
I hiked the early trails in the Lost Valley when the city first acquired the property,
and am looking forward to seeing the Lost Valley Park when it is finally passed along
to BI Parks.
Hiking
Pea Patch‐‐Battlepoint

New activity ideas

Lynwood Center

New activity ideas

Lynwood Center

Other feedback

Madison Tot Lot

The abandoned property behind the chain link fence‐ the corner street side portion
could be turned into a Lynwood Center Greens/Park as an anchor green space for
Park Development‐‐Lynwood the growing commercial and residential density being developed there.
Agreed. That fenced in, paved area is private and on the market from what I
understand. Would be a great area for the community. Grass area, play structure,
additional parking (could turn into farmers market area), new skate park, etc. Great
use of space.
New park‐Lynwood Center
Is the parking at this location part of the tot lot park? It seems to be used as
overflow parking for nearby residences. Signage might be necessary to dictate that
it is for park use only if this is the case.
Parking‐‐Madison Tot Lot

Madison Tot Lot

The Tot Lot is a wonderful neighborhood pocket park. With all the development
currently occurring along Madison Ave south of HS Road, it is more important that
ever that this park be maintained for the enjoyment of all. I urge the Parks District to
take any necessary steps to ensure that the Tot Lot is retained into perpetuity, and
if possible, expanded and improved.

Activities you enjoy

Children‐‐Madison Tot Lot
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My family has used the Madison Tot Lot literally, and not exaggerating, thousands of
times. It's not the best playground by any measure, but it is convenient, walkable,
and far enough off of Madison, Winslow Way, Bijune, and Ericksen to be a respite
from the constant road noise living in Winslow.

Activities you enjoy

Madison Tot Lot

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Madison Tot Lot
Manzanita

Activities you enjoy

Manzanita

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Manzanita
Meadowmeer

Other feedback

Meigs park

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Moritani Park
Nutes Pond

Thank you for not going forward with the land trade with the neighboring
Pocket Park‐‐Madison Tot Lot developer. This pocket park is a wonderful value for the Winslow residents.
Agreed! And for those of us who live at the far ends of BI, it's really nice to break up
a chunk of errands with play at the Tot Lot. It also encourages us to walk up and
down Madison rather than drive between errands. For such a tiny playground, we
nearly always see someone else there when we arrive and another family arriving as
Pocket Park‐‐Madison Tot Lot we leave.
love the horse trails at Manzanita
Horse Trails‐‐Manzanita

Walking
Love riding the equestrian trails and jumping the cross‐country course. Looking
forward to the jump improvements.
Equestrian‐‐Manzanita
Golf!
Golf‐‐Meadowmeer
Needs lots of cleanup and a boardwalk in wet areas. Also good for a designated off‐
Cleanup‐‐Offleash‐‐Meigs Park leash dog area
The tiny public waterfront trail between Shepard and Winslow Way is a great
example of Bainbridge Island at its best. I don't know if this was BI Parks or COBI or
the developers doing, but short connections like this make Bainbridge Island unique
in its walkability vs. other suburbs. The more we can continue creating these, the
Trail‐‐waterfront, Moritani Par better.
Lovely trails, serene.
Trails‐‐Nutes Pond
Walking‐‐Manzanita

Activities you enjoy

Owens Park

Children‐‐Owens Park

Activities you enjoy

Owens Park

Connectivity‐‐Owens Park

My kids love Owens park but I hate the water feature. It's their favorite part but
they're always soaking wet after. I often avoid the park entirely for lack of a spare
change of clothes, unless we're going straight home after.
Owens Park is a great playground. But what makes Bainbridge Island so great are
the bits and pieces of trails that make parks like this walkable and bike‐able rater
than having to always drive.
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Other feedback

Point White

Children safety‐‐Point White

Activities you enjoy

Point White

Interpretation‐‐Point White

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Pritchard Park
Pritchard Park

Off‐leash‐‐Prichard Park
Water views‐‐Prichard Park

Other feedback

Red Pine Park

Activities you enjoy

Rockaway Beach

New activity ideas

Sakai

We love this park! I would suggest adding a low fence or bushes along the road
(with an opening or gate) to prevent children from running out into the busy street.
Young children chasing balls, or wanting to head to the beach ahead of their parents
can easily run right into the street.
A great place to learn about wetlands, shoreline, and interactions between land and
water.
We would love to see Prichard Park area left in a natural state with off‐leash dogs
allowed.
A favorite place for walking and water views

Red Pine Park is a jewel, enjoyed by many walkers and visitors seeking a lovely place
to sit. It is, however,, in need of TLC. Some of the shrubs have become thuggish and
ParkMaintenance‐‐Red Pine Paweeds abound in spite of neighborsâ€™ attempts to keep things hunter control.
This is one of the best SCUBA diving spots in Puget Sound, and a great place to
explore on foot at low tide, a great place to view birds, the water, the cityscape, the
sunrise, etc. What a treasure!
Scuba‐‐Rockaway
We should have an indoor Pickleball facility built here. Minimum of 8 courts, with a
minimum of a roof and preferably completely indoor for all‐season use. Pickleball
was invented here.
Pickleball‐‐Sakai

New activity ideas

Sakai

RV Park‐‐Sakai

New activity ideas

Sakai

Tennis Courts‐‐Sakai

As a small RV owner I have enjoyed several city RV parks across the country. Usually
they are small, approx. 20‐30 or so spaces with a bath house, water, electric and
sewer hookups. Saikai park's close proximity to our downtown is a perfect location
for travelers to stay while producing revenue to support our parks. Generating $30‐
40 per space per night, limiting length of stays to a week and if necessary placing
restrictions on the size of the RVs. It would compliment our current RV facilities.
Two tennis courts‐one which can be bubbled for winter use and make it fee‐based
for income.

Trails‐‐Sakai

My husband and our two sons live in Sakai Village and we walk through Sakai Park
every single day. I'm very enthusiastic about the development of this park, and I
LOVED the presentation provided to the community on June 6th. I thought the plan
was really great.
I would love better trails throughout the park and near the pond/lake feature.

Activities you enjoy

Sakai

Activities you enjoy
Activities you enjoy

Sound to Ocean Trail Trail‐‐STO
Strawberry Hill
Dog Park‐‐Strawberry hill

The loss of trees at the beginning of the STO trail is a disgrace, but this little loop off
that trail is a wonderful addition to the trails of Bainbridge Island.
Dog park and classes
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Activities you enjoy

New activity ideas

Waterfront Park

Boat Launch‐‐waterfront park boat launch

Williams‐Olson

Seems like part of the appeal of this park is that it's relatively primitive. There are
plenty of options for parks with more established infrastructure. What about this
staying more like and enhanced road end as opposed to more development. Also,
the hill down is pretty steep for a concrete ramp and the tides are so dramatic that
Boat launch‐‐Manzanita Bay (S the ramp would go far into the sound.
Increased density within the "Walkable Winslow Core" will in turn increase the need
for at least one tennis court where our island's density is the greatest.

New activity ideas

Winslow

Tennis Court‐‐Winslow

A closed‐campus policy, high school tennis program, BIMPRD all‐day summer
programming, and a pickleball tournament have precluded public use of the six BHS
courts weekdays all year long, weekdays and evenings in March through mid‐May,
and one prime‐season weekend.
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